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Introduction
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• Two aspects to data quality
• Identifying anomalous data or observations
• Investigating why the unusual data may have occurred

• Identification
• Exceed a statistically-relevant threshold
• Meaningful Δ, though not significant
• In general, when results do not align with our 

expectations
• Investigation

• Natural differences among patients or technique
• Carelessness
• Misconduct



Mahalanobis Distance
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• Mahalanobis distance[1] is often recommended to 
identify unusual observations from many variables

• Considers the pairwise correlation among 
variables

• Distance is often calculated from the centroid, or 
the multivariate mean

• Two considerations
• Outliers: Patients extreme in one or more covariates that 

cause them to be far away from the centroid
• Inliers [2]: Patients close to the centroid that could be 

considered too good to be true



Challenge
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• Efficiently identify inliers and outliers
• Potentially create thresholds of varying severity to 

triage numerous signals
• Investigate what contributes to the outlier by 

partitioning the distance among the covariates
• Quickly and easily…
• … and without a lot of statistics or numbers



Data
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• Phase II clinical trial to examine the safety and 
efficacy of the xanomeline transdermal therapeutic

• Patients with mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease
• 254 patients randomized 1:1:1 to either high or low 

dose xanomeline or placebo
• 17 clinical sites
• 44 covariates measured at baseline: age, vital signs, 

laboratory measurements and a subset of items 
from questionnaires

• Data available from CDISC[3]



Mahalanobis Distance
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Investigation
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• Identified the outliers and inliers
• Question that we constantly received

• What covariates caused outliers to be unusual?
• Partition the squared-distance into components 

that reflect the degree to which each covariate 
contributes

• Call these components 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖th person, 𝑗𝑗th covariate
• Values aren’t particularly meaningful
• Compute proportions 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 of the squared-distance 

attributable to a covariate



Investigation
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• Some math:
• 𝐶𝐶 = 𝑌𝑌𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝐸𝐸 𝐷𝐷 𝜆𝜆

−1𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇defines contributions, though no 
straightforward interpretation

• 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖2 = ∑𝑖𝑖=1
𝑝𝑝 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖2

• Define contribution proportions 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2

𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖
2 , the proportion 

of the squared Mahalanobis distance of observation 𝑖𝑖
that is attributable to covariate 𝑗𝑗

• Contribution proportions have more 
straightforward interpretation and can leverage 
Pareto plots for summary



Pareto Plot - Medication Errors
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Pareto plot of medication errors

Help identify the vital few issues 
that may affect quality.



Investigation
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Pareto plots per person – 01-705-1186
Black line reflects cumulative proportion of error
Covariates ordered according to contribution



Investigation
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Pareto plots per person – 01-709-1301
Black line reflects cumulative proportion of error
Covariates ordered according to contribution



Mahalanobis Distance
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Box plots to assess meaningful covariates in context of entire population.



Mahalanobis Distance
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Scatter plot with regression line and confidence interval and density ellipse



Mahalanobis Distance
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Heat map to assess which covariates 
contribute to outlier status.



Conclusions
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• Assessed unusual observations
• Described thresholds of varying severity
• Proposed contribution proportions as a 

straightforward way to identify influential covariates
• Visualize contribution proportions with Pareto plots
• Use additional graphics to assess outliers in the 

context of the population
• Limitations

• Requires normality of original covariates
• Not useful for inliers
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